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On Friday 17 May 2024, the Court of Appeal informed us that Save Stonehenge Word Heritage Site’s 
legal challenge has been accepted and will be heard by the court.

We are waiting on confirmation of a court date for the hearing and this will inform an updated scheme 
delivery programme including potential start dates for various activities.

What’s happened?

What does this mean for the scheme?

There will be an impact on the scheme programme whilst we wait for the hearing and then the judgement 
from the court. We are still assessing what this impact is.

We will continue to support DfT in any legal proceedings and prepare for the start of site works subject to 
a favourable legal outcome.

Court of Appeal decision 



The works are progressing well and the project is on schedule to be completed by mid-July. In addition to 
the trenching works, cable installation and jointing has now started at the Wilton end of the closure. 

Work is being carried out seven days a week and includes overnight working so the project can be 
completed as quickly and safely as possible.

The road between Stoford and Woodford remains open with temporary traffic lights used to manage 
traffic flow as needed.

We have been conducting traffic monitoring to record the volume, weight and speed of traffic on the 
diversion route and local road network. Wiltshire Police will continue to carry out speed and weight 
checks on the surrounding roads and we will continue to take a coordinated approach to traffic monitoring 
with National Highways and Wiltshire Council. 

A360 Works update 
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We plan to reach Druids Lodge around the end of May.

Druids Lodge and York Road – access to homes and businesses

As the trenching works reach Druids Lodge, the team on site will work with residents 
and business owners to safely manage access. The trenching work will be 
undertaken in line with construction regulations to manage and minimise noise 
disruption for residents.

Once the trencher moves to the north of Druids Lodge and York Road, the main 
access route will be to the south, towards the Stoford to Woodford road (Church 
Bottom crossroads).

Camp Cottages – access to homes

Throughout phase three, the main access route will continue to be to the south 
towards the Stoford to Woodford road (Church Bottom crossroads).

Over the coming weeks, Wiltshire Council will also carry out additional improvement 
works on the A360 while the closure is in place. This will include pothole and road 
edge repairs, and drainage improvements.

Next on A360 Works



The Stoford to Woodford road (Church 
Bottom crossroads) 

The road between Stoford and Woodford 
will remain open with temporary traffic 
lights used to manage traffic flow as 
needed. 

The Avenue roundabout to Church 
Bottom crossroads

The section of the A360 between the 
Avenue roundabout and Church Bottom 
crossroads remains closed to through 
traffic.

Access to roads
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